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Pearson Intermediate Algebra Marvin Bittinger 4th Edition
The Bittinger Worktext Series changed the face of developmental education with the
introduction of objective-based worktexts that presented math one concept at a time.
This approach allowed readers to understand the rationale behind each concept before
practicing the associated skills and then moving on to the next topic. With this revision,
Marv Bittinger continues to focus on building success through conceptual
understanding, while also supporting readers with quality applications, exercises, and
new review and study materials to help them apply and retain their knowledge.
MyLab Math Standalone Access Card to accompany Bittinger/Beecher/Johnson,
Intermediate Algebra, 13e This item is an access card for MyLab(TM) Math. This
physical access card includes an access code for your MyLab Math course. In order to
access the online course you will also need a Course ID, provided by your instructor.
This title-specific access card provides access to the Bittinger/Beecher/Johnson,
Intermediate Algebra, 13e accompanying MyLab course ONLY. 013511571X /
9780135115718 MYLAB MATH -- STANDALONE ACCESS CARD -- FOR
INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA, 13/e MyLab Math is the world's leading online tutorial, and
assessment program designed to help you learn and succeed in your mathematics
course. MyLab Math online courses are created to accompany one of Pearson's bestselling math textbooks. Every MyLab Math course includes a complete, interactive
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eText. Learn more about MyLab Math. ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your
instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN.
Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the
access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a
new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other
than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously
redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase.
"For courses in Intermediate and College Algebra." Intermediate through College
Algebra: A Streamlined Experience "College Algebra with Intermediate Algebra: A
Blended Course "is an innovative new program from the Beecher et al. author team.
Designed to meet your changing needs in Intermediate Algebra and College Algebra
courses, this program eliminates the repetition in topic coverage across the traditional,
two-course sequence. The result is a streamlined course experience that makes better
use of time and resources. The careful arrangement of topics one building on the next
without redundancy motivates and creates a solid foundation of knowledge. This new,
streamlined approach to these courses is complemented by the authors innovative
ability to help you see the math through their focus on visualization, early introduction to
functions and graphing, and making connections between math concepts and the real
world. Also Available with MyMathLab (r) . MyMathLab is an online homework, tutorial,
and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage you and improve
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results. Within its structured environment, you are able to practice what you learn, test
your understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps your absorb
course material and understand difficult concepts. With this edition, the authors focused
on developing MyMathLab features that help you prepare better and get you thinking
more visually and conceptually. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product;
MyMathLab does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in
purchasing this title with MyMathLab, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN
and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. If
you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyMathLab, search for:
0134556577 / 9780134556574 "College Algebra with Intermediate Algebra: A Blended
Course"-- Access Card Package, 1/e Package consists of: 0134555260 /
9780134555263 Intermediate and College Algebra 0321431308 / 9780321431301
MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside
Star Sticker "
Based on the best-selling Calculus and Its Applications by Marv Bittinger, this new text
is appropriate for a two-semester calculus course for life science majors. With four new
chapters and two new co-authors, Calculus for the Life Sciences continues the Bittinger
reputation as one of the most student-oriented and clearly written Applied Calculus
texts available. The exercises and examples have been substantially updated to include
additional relevant life science applications and current topics.
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As you have come to expect when you see the Bittinger name, Introductory and
Intermediate Algebra: A Combined Approach, Second Edition continues to offer you
and your students a completely integrated text and supplements package that will help
your students to succeed not only in this course, but in future courses as well. In
addition to an exceptional 4-color text that has been significantly revised with respect to
design and a new art program, students can also expand their learning via the Digital
Video Tutor, MathXL, the Addison-Wesley Math Tutor Center, and now MyMathLab.
(Midwest).
This edition features the exact same content as the traditional text in a convenient,
three-hole- punched, loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a great value–this
format costs significantly less than a new textbook. The Bittinger Graphs and Models
Series helps readers learn algebra by making connections between mathematical
concepts and their real-world applications. Abundant applications, many of which use
real data, offer students a context for learning the math. The authors use a variety of
tools and techniques—including graphing calculators, multiple approaches to problem
solving, and interactive features—to engage and motivate all types of learners.
MyLab Math Standalone Access Card to accompany Bittinger/Ellenbogen/Johnson,
Intermediate Algebra: Concepts and Applications with Integrated Review, 10/e This
item is an access card for MyLab(TM) Math. This physical access card includes an
access code for your MyLab Math course. In order to access the online course you will
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also need a CourseID, provided by your instructor. This title-specific access card
provides access to the Bittinger/Ellenbogen/Johnson, Intermediate Algebra: Concepts
and Applications with Integrated Review, 10/e accompanying MyLab course ONLY.
013477938X / 9780134779386 MyLab Math with Pearson eText - Standalone Access
Card - For Intermediate Algebra: Concepts and Applications with Integrated Review,
10/e MyLab Math is the world's leading online tutorial, and assessment program
designed to help you learn and succeed in your mathematics course. MyLab Math
online courses are created to accompany one of Pearson's best-selling math textbooks.
Every MyLab Math course includes a complete, interactive eText. Learn more. ALERT:
Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to
ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a
used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously
and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that
are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the
wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase.
The Bittinger Worktext Series recognizes that math hasn’t changed, but students–and
the way they learn math–have. This latest edition continues the Bittinger tradition of
objective-based, guided learning, while also integrating timely updates to the proven
pedagogy. This edition has a greater emphasis on guided learning and helping students
get the most out of all of the resources available, including new mobile learning
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resources, whether in a traditional lecture, hybrid, lab-based, or online course.
MyMathLab not included. Students, if MyMathLab is a recommended/mandatory
component of the course, please ask your instructor for the correct ISBN and course ID.
MyMathLab should only be purchased when required by an instructor. Instructors,
contact your Pearson representative for more information. MyMathLab is an online
homework, tutorial, and assessment product designed to personalize learning and
improve results. With a wide range of interactive, engaging, and assignable activities,
students are encouraged to actively learn and retain tough course concepts.
MyLab Math Standalone Access Card to accompany Bittinger/Ellenbogen/Johnson,
Intermediate Algebra: Concepts and Applications, 10/e This item is an access card for
MyLab(TM) Math. This physical access card includes an access code for your MyLab
Math course. In order to access the online course you will also need a Course ID,
provided by your instructor. This title-specific access card provides access to the
Bittinger/Ellenbogen/Johnson, Intermediate Algebra: Concepts and Applications, 10/e
accompanying MyLab course ONLY. 0134762622 / 9780134762623 MyLab Math with
Pearson eText - Standalone Access Card - For Intermediate Algebra: Concepts and
Applications, 10/e MyLab Math is the world's leading online tutorial, and assessment
program designed to help you learn and succeed in your mathematics course. MyLab
Math online courses are created to accompany one of Pearson's best-selling math
textbooks. Every MyLab Math course includes a complete, interactive eText. Learn
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more. ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course
syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Used or rental books If you rent or
purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access
codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being
either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase.
For courses in elementary and intermediate algebra. This package includes
MyMathLab(R). Objective: Visualizing the Concepts One of the hallmarks of the
Bittinger Developmental Math program is objective-based learning. In Elementary and
Intermediate Algebra: Graphs and Models, Fifth Edition, the authors place special
emphasis on conceptual understanding, modeling, and visualization. Their goal is to
help students "see the math" and learn algebra by making connections between the
math and real-world applications. For the Fifth Edition, the authors have made many
updates to the text and applications, as well as to the accompanying resources. These
include important enhancements to the MyMathLab course, new Active Learning
Figures, and the creation of a new interactive video program, To-the-Point Objective
Videos, associated with a new student workbook, MyMathGuide: Notes, Practice, and
Video Path. Personalize learning with MyMathLab MyMathLab is an online homework,
tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students
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and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they
learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them
absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. The text and MyMathLab
course form a tightly integrated program with all new To-the-Point Objective Videos,
Active Learning Figures, and MyMathGuide workbook. ALERT: Before you purchase,
check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the
correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each
title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not
transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to
register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. 0134592972 /
9780134592978 Elementary and Intermediate Algebra: Graphs & Models, Books a la
Carte Edition Plus MyMathLab -- Access Card Package 5/e Package consists of:
0134309715 / 9780134309712 Elementary and Intermediate Algebra: Graphs &
Models, Books a la Carte Edition 5/e 0321262522 / 9780321262523 MyMathLab -Valuepack Access Card 6/e
MyLab Math Standalone Access Card to accompany Bittinger/Ellenbogen/Johnson,
Elementary and Intermediate Algebra: Concepts and Applications, 7/e This item is an
access card for MyLab(TM) Math. This physical access card includes an access code
for your MyLab Math course. In order to access the online course you will also need a
CourseID, provided by your instructor. This title-specific access card provides access to
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the Bittinger/Ellenbogen/Johnson, Elementary and Intermediate Algebra: Concepts and
Applications, 7/e accompanying MyLab course ONLY. 0134762614 / 9780134762616
MyLab Math with Pearson eText - Standalone Access Card - For Elementary and
Intermediate Algebra: Concepts and Applications, 7/e MyLab Math is the world's
leading online tutorial, and assessment program designed to help you learn and
succeed in your mathematics course. MyLab Math online courses are created to
accompany one of Pearson's best-selling math textbooks. Every MyLab Math course
includes a complete, interactive eText. Learn more. ALERT: Before you purchase,
check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the
correct ISBN. NOTE: If you want the Book/Access Code order the ISBN below:
0134772342 / 9780134772349 Elementary and Intermediate Algebra: Concepts and
Applications Plus MyLab Math -- Title-Specific Access Card Package, 7/e Package
consists of: 013446270X / 9780134462707 Elementary and Intermediate Algebra:
Concepts and Applications, 7/e 0134762614 / 9780134762616 MyLab Math with
Pearson eText -- Standalone Access Card -- for Elementary and Intermediate Algebra:
Concepts and Applications, 7/e
For courses in Beginning & Intermediate Algebra. Understanding and Applying
Mathematical Concepts The goal of the Bittinger Concepts and Applications Series is to
help today's student learn and retain mathematical concepts. This proven program
prepares students for the transition from skills-oriented elementary algebra courses to
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more concept-oriented college-level mathematics courses. This requires the
development of critical-thinking skills: to reason mathematically, to communicate
mathematically, and to identify and solve mathematical problems. The new editions
support students with a tightly integrated MyMathLab course; a strong focus on problemsolving, applications, and concepts, and the robust MyMathGuide workbook and
objective-based video program. In addition, new material-developed as a result of the
authors' experience in the classroom, as well as from insights from faculty and studentsincludes more systematic review and preparation for practice, as well as stronger focus
on real-world applications. Also Available with MyMathLab (tm) . MyMathLab is an
online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to
engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students
practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan
that helps them absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. Note: You
are purchasing a standalone product; MyLab(tm) & Mastering(tm) does not come
packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab &
Mastering, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors,
contact your Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to purchase
both the physical text and MyLab & Mastering, search for: 0134445813 /
9780134445816 Elementary and Intermediate Algebra: Concepts & Applications, Plus
MyMathLab -- Access Card Package,7/e Package consists of: 013446270X /
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9780134462707 Elementary and Intermediate Algebra: Concepts & Applications
0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 /
9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker Student can use the URL and phone
number below to help answer their questions:
http://247pearsoned.custhelp.com/app/home 800-677-6337
For courses in Intermediate Algebra. Understanding and Applying Mathematical
Concepts The goal of the Bittinger Concepts and Applications Series is to help today's
student learn and retain mathematical concepts. This proven program prepares
students for the transition from skills-oriented elementary algebra courses to more
concept-oriented college-level mathematics courses. This requires the development of
critical-thinking skills: to reason mathematically, to communicate mathematically, and to
identify and solve mathematical problems. The new editions support students with a
tightly integrated MyMathLab course; a strong focus on problem-solving, applications,
and concepts, and the robust MyMathGuide workbook and objective-based video
program. In addition, new material--developed as a result of the authors' experience in
the classroom, as well as from insights from faculty and students--includes more
systematic review and preparation for practice, as well as stronger focus on real-world
applications. Also available with MyMathLab (tm) . MyMathLab is an online homework,
tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students
and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they
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learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them
absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. Note: You are purchasing a
standalone product; MyLab(tm)& Mastering(tm) does not come packaged with this
content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab & Mastering, ask your
instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your
Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to purchase both the
physical text and MyLab & Mastering, search for: 0134507339/ 9780134507330
Intermediate Algebra: Concepts & Applications Plus MyMathLab -- Access Card
Package, 10/e Package consists of: 0134497171 / 9780134497174 Intermediate
Algebra: Concepts & Applications 0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyMathLab -- Glue-in
Access Card 0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker Student
can use the URL and phone number below to help answer their questions:
http://247pearsoned.custhelp.com/app/home 800-677-6337
The goal of Elementary and Intermediate Algebra: Concepts and Applications,4e is to
help today's students learn and retain mathematical concepts by preparing them for the
transition from â€œskills-orientedâ€ elementary and intermediate algebra courses to
more â€œconcept-orientedâ€ college-level mathematics courses, as well as to make the
transition from â€œskillâ€ to â€œapplication.â€ This edition continues to bring your
students a best-selling text that incorporates the five-step problem-solving process, realworld applications, proven pedagogy, and an accessible writing style. The
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Bittinger/Ellenbogen/Johnson series has consistently provided teachers and students
with the tools needed to succeed in developmental mathematics. This revision has an
even stronger focus on vocabulary and conceptual understanding as well as making the
mathematics even more accessible to students. Among the features added are new
Concept Reinforcementexercises, Student Notes that help students avoid common
mistakes, and Study Summaries that highlight the most important concepts and
terminology from each chapter. Introduction to Algebraic Expressions; Equations,
Inequalities, and Problem Solving; Introduction to Graphing; Polynomials; Polynomials
and Factoring; Rational Expressions and Equations; Functions and Graphs; Systems of
Equations and Problem Solving; Inequalities and Problem Solving; Exponents and
Radicals; Quadratic Functions and Equations; Exponential and Logarithmic Functions;
Conic Sections; Sequences, Series, and The Binomial Theorem; Elementary Algebra
Review For all readers interested in elementary and intermediate algebra.
The Bittinger Worktext Series recognizes that math hasn't changed, but students-and
the way they learn math-have. This latest edition continues the Bittinger tradition of
objective-based, guided learning, while also integrating timely updates to the proven
pedagogy. This edition has a greater emphasis on guided learning and helping students
get the most out of all of the resources available, including new mobile learning
resources, whether in a traditional lecture, hybrid, lab-based, or online course. Note:
You are purchasing a standalone product; MyMathLab does not come packaged with
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this content. MyMathLab is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased
when required by an instructor. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and
MyMathLab, search for: 0321951751 / 9780321951755 Intermediate Algebra Plus NEW
MyMathLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of:
0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 /
9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker 0321924711 / 9780321924711
Intermediate Algebra
This popular, pedagogically rich mainstream text in intermediate algebra was one of the first on
the market to introduce functions early (in Chapter 2). Graphing of linear systems is also
introduced early in the text, and the optional use of graphing calculators is now integrated
throughout.
For courses in Intermediate Algebra. Trusted author content. Thoughtful innovation. Math
hasn't changed, but students - and the way they learn - have. In this revision of the Bittinger
Worktext Series, the Bittinger author team brings their extensive experience to developmental
math courses, paired with thoughtful integration of technology and content. The Bittinger
Series enables students to get the most out of their course through their updated learning path,
and new engaging exercises to support various types of student learning. Bittinger offers
respected content written by author-educators, tightly integrated with MyLab(tm) Math - the #1
choice in digital learning. Bringing the authors' voices and their approach into the MyLab
course gives students the motivation, engagement, and skill sets they need to master algebra.
Also available with MyLab Math MyLab(tm) is the teaching and learning platform that
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empowers instructors to reach every student. By combining trusted author content with digital
tools and a flexible platform, MyLab personalizes the learning experience and improves results
for each student. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyLab Math does not come
packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab Math, ask
your instructor to confirm the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your
Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to purchase both the physical
text and MyLab Math, search for: 0134679385 / 9780134679389 Intermediate Algebra Plus
NEW MyLab Math with Pearson eText - Access Card Package Package consists of:
0134707362 / 9780134707365 Intermediate Algebra 013511571X / 9780135115718 MyLab
Math - Standalone Access Card - for Intermediate Algebra
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes,
or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. ALERT: Before you
purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select
the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each
title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not
transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for
and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from companies
other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental
books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have
been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes
Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being
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either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase.
The Bittinger Worktext Series recognizes that math hasn’t changed, but students–and the way
they learn math–have. The new Bittinger All in One, Developmental Mathematics: Basic Math,
Introductory Algebra, & Intermediate Algebra, offers everything needed to teach the full
developmental math sequence in one flexible course solution.It continues the Bittinger tradition
of objective-based, guided learning, while integrating timely updates to proven pedagogy. It
has a greater emphasis on guided learning and helping students get the most out of all of the
resources available, including new mobile learning resources, whether in a traditional lecture,
hybrid, lab-based, or online course.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes,
or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. ALERT: Before you
purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select
the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each
title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not
transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for
and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from companies
other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental
books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have
been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes
Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being
either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase.
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The Bittinger Worktext Series recognizes that math hasn’t changed, but students–and the way
they learn math–have. This latest edition continues the Bittinger tradition of objective-based,
guided learning, while also integrating timely updates to the proven pedagogy. This edition has
a greater emphasis on guided learning and helping students get the most out of all of the
resources available, including new mobile learning resources, whether in a traditional lecture,
hybrid, lab-based, or online course.
For one-semester courses in applied calculus. Anticipating and meeting student needs
Calculus and Its Applications, Eleventh Edition, remains a best-selling text because of its
accessible presentation that anticipates student needs. The writing style is ideal for today’s
students, providing intuitive explanations that work with the carefully crafted artwork to help
them visualize new calculus concepts. Additionally, the text’s numerous and up-to-date
applications from business, economics, life sciences, and social sciences help motivate
students. Algebra diagnostic and review material is available for those who need to strengthen
basic skills. Every aspect of this revision is designed to motivate and help students to more
readily understand and apply the mathematics. MyMathLab not included. Students, if
MyMathLab is a recommended/mandatory component of the course, please ask your instructor
for the correct ISBN and course ID. MyMathLab should only be purchased when required by
an instructor. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information.
MyMathLab is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment product designed to personalize
learning and improve results. With a wide range of interactive, engaging, and assignable
activities, students are encouraged to actively learn and retain tough course concepts.

The Bittinger Worktext Series recognizes that math hasn't changed, but
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students--and the way they learn math--have. The new Bittinger All in One,
Developmental Mathematics: Basic Math, Introductory Algebra, & Intermediate
Algebra, offers everything needed to teach the full developmental math sequence
in one flexible course solution.It continues the Bittinger tradition of objectivebased, guided learning, while integrating timely updates to proven pedagogy. It
has a greater emphasis on guided learning and helping students get the most out
of all of the resources available, including new mobile learning resources,
whether in a traditional lecture, hybrid, lab-based, or online course. ALERT:
Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to
ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for
individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may
need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an
access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may
have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are
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purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the
wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase. 0133930211 / 9780133930214 MyMathLab for Bittinger Algebra
Foundations: Basic Math, Intro and Intermediate Algebra -- Access Card -- PLUS
MyMathGuide Package consists of: 0133930211 / 9780133930214 MyMathLab
for Bittinger Algebra Foundations: Basic Math, Intro and Intermediate Algebra -Access Card -- PLUS MyMathGuide 0133861384 / 9780133861389
MyMathGuide: Notes, Practice, and Video Path for Algebra Foundations: Basic
Math, Introductory and Intermediate Algebra 0321757378 / 9780321757371
MyMathLab CourseCompass Integrated Course Sequence -- Standalone Access
Card
Normal 0 false false false The Bittinger Concepts and Applications Program
delivers proven pedagogy, guiding students from skills-based math to the
concepts-oriented math required for college courses.
Beecher, Penna, and Bittinger's College Algebra is known for enabling students
to “see the math” through its focus on visualization and early introduction to
functions. With theFourth Edition, the authors continue to innovate by
incorporating more ongoing review to help students develop their understanding
and study effectively. Mid-chapter Review exercise sets have been added to give
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students practice in synthesizing the concepts, and new Study Summaries
provide built-in tools to help them prepare for tests. The MyMathLab course
(access kit required) has been expanded so that the online content is even more
integrated with the text's approach, with the addition of Vocabulary, Synthesis,
and Mid-chapter Review exercises from the text as well as example-based
videos created by the authors.
For courses in Beginning & Intermediate Algebra. Trusted author content.
Thoughtful innovation. Math hasn't changed, but students - and the way they
learn - have. In this revision of the Bittinger Worktext Series, the Bittinger author
team brings their extensive experience to developmental math courses, paired
with thoughtful integration of technology and content. The Bittinger Series
enables students to get the most out of their course through their updated
learning path, and new engaging exercises to support various types of student
learning. Bittinger offers respected content written by author-educators, tightly
integrated with MyLab(tm) Math - the #1 choice in digital learning. Bringing the
authors' voices and their approach into the MyLab course gives students the
motivation, engagement, and skill sets they need to master algebra. Also
available with MyLab Math MyLab(tm) is the teaching and learning platform that
empowers instructors to reach every student. By combining trusted author
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content with digital tools and a flexible platform, MyLab personalizes the learning
experience and improves results for each student. Note: You are purchasing a
standalone product; MyLab Math does not come packaged with this content.
Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab Math, ask your
instructor to confirm the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors,
contact your Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to
purchase both the physical text and MyLab Math, search for: 0134697413 /
9780134697413 Introductory and Intermediate Algebra Plus NEW MyLab Math
with Pearson eText - Access Card Package, 6/e Package consists of:
0134686489 / 9780134686486 Introductory and Intermediate Algebra
0135115752 / 9780135115756 MyLab Math with Pearson eText - Standalone
Access Card - for Introductory and Intermediate Algebra
Intermediate AlgebraPearson College Division
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